Your Agency, Identity, & Course Goals
- Your guiding course learning objectives
- Remote learning assessment approach
- Remote learning experiences that best support your objectives and assessment

Remote Learning Pathways
- Remote tools you are comfortable with
- Remote technology options available
- Finding most effective tools to meet objective, assessment, and experience goals

Informed, Strategic & Intentional Plan of Action

Calmness & Resiliency
- Confidence in Approach
- Intentional Pedagogy
- Positive Mentorship for Students

Student Preparation, Satisfaction, & Success

Remote Learning Pathways
- Remote tools you are comfortable with
- Remote technology options available
- Finding most effective tools to meet objective, assessment, and experience goals

Calmness & Resiliency
- Confidence in Approach
- Intentional Pedagogy
- Positive Mentorship for Students

Student Preparation, Satisfaction, & Success

Remote Academic Transition Theory of Action